Demo Day 2015
Flashstarts Demo Day 2015 will be held Wednesday, August 19th, 2015 at House of Blues Cleveland

On Wednesday, August 19th 2015, our eleven startup teams will be graduating from our startup accelerator and presenting
their unique solutions, products, and traction. Demo Day will begin with team presentations in the Music Hall at House of Blues
Cleveland. Attendees will have the chance to meet our teams at a reception following the presentations in the lobby.

- Doors open at 5:00 pm
- Program starts promptly at 5:30 pm
- Reception: 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm

2015 Accelerator Class
Brilliency
Brilliency transforms the relationship between utilities and their residential consumers. The cloud-based engagement platform
increases energy efficiency and delivers consumer feedback to the utility and encourages consumers to learn, conserve and
respond through its game-based platform. View Brilliency’s updates.

Founder: Laura Steinbrink
Website: brilliency.com
CrunchBase profile

Colign
Colign is a tech transfer platform that enables research universities, nonprofits and corporations to connect, communicate and
collaborate, accelerating the development of the future. Whether a researcher is looking for sponsored research or a small
startup is in search of intellectual property licensing rights, Colign’s platform seamlessly narrows down the search. View
Colign’s updates.

Founders: Kevin DeFranco, Phillip Wong, Daniel Yakobian
Website: colign.com
CrunchBase profile

Free-D
Free-D is an online B2B match service that connects clients with professional 3D printers. Free-D’s match process eliminates
countless difficulties regarding design, prototype and production to help clients save both time and money. View Free-D’s
updates.

Founder: Spencer Nichol
Website: www.freedmfg.com
CrunchBase profile

Gemma
Gemma is a platform created by Iceblink Digital that allows people to create, share and find great music making apps for mobile
devices. The startup provides the very first app builder for musical apps and a marketplace where these apps can be shared and
monetized. View Iceblink Digital’s updates.

Founders: Zack Lee, Matthias Sperling
Website: iceblinkdigital.com
CrunchBase profile

inTouch
inTouch helps businesses communicate the right message at the right time. Using bluetooth technology, businesses can
broadcast multimedia content to nearby smartphones and gain an unprecedented understanding of customer trends through a
content management platform. View inTouch’s updates.

Founders: Alex Bernot, Jesse Kracht, Rob Walker
Website: intouchapplication.com
CrunchBase profile

Schedulytics
Schedulytics provides an automated scheduling solution for complex environments. Starting with an initial target market of
anesthesiology departments, the solution focuses on an intuitive interface, modern optimization engine, and automated rule
enforcement to increase efficiency by up to 80%. View Schedulytics’ updates.

Founder: Sashi Kolli
CrunchBase profile

Science United
Science United is a career placement solution linking highly skilled scientists with specialized biomedical careers. By utilizing
video-based highlights and personalized recommendations, Science United allows employers and candidates to build a line of
communication that will allow both sides to find their perfect match. View Science United’s updates.

Founders: Amar Desai, Eric Lam
Website: sciunite.com
CrunchBase profile

Triple Analytics
Triple Analytics connects Payers and Providers through evidence based ePA, streamlining a very time consuming and costly
reimbursement process. The software platform leverages clinical data from medical records to report treatments that have had
the best outcomes for individual patients. View Triple Analytics’ updates.

Founder: Cal Al-Dhubaib
Website: www.tripleanalytics.com
CrunchBase profile

Virtual Compass
Some places are worthy of exploration. Virtual Compass helps bring college campuses, cities and other destinations into the
mobile area with its interactive virtual tour software. View Virtual Compass’ updates.

Founders: Jonathan Fox, Daniel Sullivan, Katelyn Weatherly
Website: virtualcompass.com
CrunchBase profile

We Can Code IT
We Can Code IT aims to diversify technology education for adults and children using collaborative and problem-based training
in programming and engineering. Coding boot camps teach adults sought-after programming languages and help them find
desirable software engineering jobs, while kids’ programs teach students the 21st century skills that schools can’t. View We Can
Code IT’s updates.

Founders: Melanie McGee, Shana Mysko, Lauren Holloway, Margaret Landefeld
Website: wecancodeIT.org
CrunchBase profile

Windrush
Windrush makes it easy for organizations to tell meaningful stories through data. Users can create content including data
visualizations, interactive reports and micro-sites. The easy-to-use tool allows organizations to leverage their existing staff and
data to produce more effective and engaging content. View Windrush’s updates.

Founders: Mark Morrison, Riley Alsman, Max Walker
Website: windrush.org
CrunchBase profile

Take a look at last year’s Demo Day.

Thank you to our 2015 sponsors!
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